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ICEP2010

JIBC sponsors the 2nd International Conference on eCommerce, ePayments and New Entrepreneurship (ICEP 2010) that will be held at the exciting city of Gdańsk, Poland on September 14-16, 2010 (see [http://www.icep2010.com/](http://www.icep2010.com/)). The theme of the conference is 'Improving dialog between the industry, academia, investors and governments'. ICEP 2010 is a major international event for researchers, academics, industry and banking executives and experts, government policymakers, entrepreneurs, venture capitalists and graduate students interested in advance of eCommerce, ePayments and New Entrepreneurship.

This scientific and practical conference will cover all the business and information management aspects of effectiveness, profitability, accountability and investment climate for eCommerce, eFinance and eGovernance. Speakers are invited from the academic
and research institutions, leading innovative corporations and government agencies to debate the most crucial contemporary issues related to various aspects of eCommerce, ePayments and New Entrepreneurship. Over a hundred advanced papers are expected to be presented and discussed.

The conference’s official language is English. As usual, the JIBC-published proceedings will be listed in the world-leading academic economic and management reference publications (see http://www.arraydev.com/commerce/jibc/guides.htm#Listing).

A good news for the French language readers of our Journal. JIBC Member of the Editorial Board Prof. Jean-Michel Sahut, Director of Research Center and Professor at Amiens School of Management, will chair a special session in French, with the best French papers of the ICEP 2010 also published in a special issue of journal ‘Gestion 2000’ that he will edit.

We also plan to sponsor other equally substantive conferences in Europe, SEA and Latin Americas, as the subject area of Internet Banking and Commerce deserves further academic and practical development. Prof. Nikhil Agarwal and I will much appreciate any proposals from our readers on organizing future conferences in their geographic regions.

As well, we are inviting volunteers from around the globe to participate in database marketing of JIBC-sponsored conferences. Particularly for the graduate students there is a good chance to learn new concepts of Internet marketing and to rub shoulders with the global academic and industrial leaders in Internet banking and B2B commerce.

Again, I am asking each and every one of you, our readers and subscribers, to email JIBC to at least 3 of your colleagues, friends and discussion groups that you are participating at, and recommend that they also subscribe. Please share information about JIBC articles with the Internet community and suggest to us new ways to promote JIBC among academics and professionals from around the globe.

As well, I am challenging all the current and past authors and editors to email your own articles -- along with the rest of JIBC edition -- to at least 10 of your peers and colleagues in academia, government and industry. Make sure that they are well aware of your articles and the Journal of Internet Banking and Commerce. Recommend that they also subscribe to email editions. After all, we send it around just 3-4 times a year.

A special appeal to ecommerce/ebusiness students to pass a word about JIBC to your professors and classmates and, more important, to ask them to supply new articles and tell everybody to subscribe.

Please contact us with the suggestion of how to submit information on JIBC to other leading search engines and academic reference publications. Also, if you notice publications referring to JIBC articles, please let us know.

Let's spread the word!